PRxN® Pharmacy Mail-Service
Pequot Pharmaceutical Network® (PRxN®) is unique by offering an array of pharmacy services
under one enterprise. PRxN® operates our on-site, solely-owned and state-of-the-art mail-service
pharmacy located on the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation reservation in Ledyard, Connecticut.
PRxN® Mail-Service operations are dedicated to providing the highest quality and safest
pharmaceutical care to your membership. PRxN® Mail-Service operations are aided by the latest
in both computer and dispensing automation (robotics and bar-coding) technologies to provide
mail-service prescription processing for other Tribal Nations and corporate entities located
throughout the United States. Remote Distribution® (PRxN® Mail-Service) is one of the key
programs offered by the Pequot Pharmaceutical Network®.
Your membership can conveniently process their prescriptions from home and receive up to a 90day supply medications through our Mail-Service pharmacy. This service is ideal for maintenance
and as needed medications; members and the Plan can save time and money!
All medications are dispensed by our highly trained team of licensed pharmacists and certified
pharmacy technician and are conveniently delivered to the member’s home. Delivery is made
through U.S. Postal Service and, when required, via Federal Express.
PRxN® will provide for distribution to your membership, descriptive brochures and postage-paid,
pre-addressed envelopes to mail their prescriptions to our pharmacy. In addition, PRxN® offers
direct physician contact numbers and electronic prescribing (e-Rx).
PRxN® is committed to helping you control pharmacy costs through innovative plan designs,
formulary management and our economical mail service. Our efficient operations include electronic
transmission of pharmacy claims, real time eligibility management and clinically effective disease
state management. These efficiencies are reflected in savings to group plans, plan members and
their dependents.
What are some of the advantages of mail-service?
Savings…
Savings Get up to three times the quantity of medications for your money, compared to the
same prescriptions at a retail network pharmacy. And, there's no charge to the member for
standard shipping and handling. Membership can request express shipping for an additional
charge.
Safety…
Safety If you're taking multiple medications on a regular basis, PRxN® Mail-Service Pharmacy
tracks your medication: prescription strength, dosage and potential interactions are checked
against your medication profile each time the prescription is processed.
Convenience…
Convenience Avoid driving to a local retail network pharmacy and waiting in line. You can
fill/refill prescriptions by mail, telephone, fax, electronic provider prescribing (e-Rx) or online-24
hours a day, seven days a week at the PRxN® Mail-Service Pharmacy.

The Right Choice for You!

